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Clouds are a major component of Earth’s hydrological cycle 
and energy budget. Their anthropogenic radiative forc-
ing (through aerosol–cloud interactions) is considered to 

be highly uncertain, ranging from counteracting CO2 warming to 
a negligible effect (IPCC 2013)1. In general, cloud feedback to a 
warmer planet is assumed to be positive (warming), although it is 
considered highly uncertain2–4. Clouds’ radiative effect (CRE) can 
be separated into cooling and warming5–7 due to their interactions 
with both shortwave (solar) and longwave-infrared radiation (which 
is emitted by Earth). The CRE in the solar radiation spectrum is 
mainly the reflection of radiation back to space (cooling effect of the 
Earth; CRE < 0). Simultaneously, clouds block longwave-infrared 
radiation from escaping to space (warming effect; CRE > 0) by 
absorbing the upwelling flux from below and re-emitting a fraction 
out to space that is proportional to their colder temperature. Clouds’ 
microphysical and macrophysical properties determine their net 
radiative effect, which varies greatly for different cloud types, and in 
both time and space. Low-level clouds can be almost opaque to solar 
radiation but have only a small deviation from the surface tempera-
ture, and so their net CRE is cooling (negative). By contrast, cirrus 
clouds are likely to have a positive CRE, as they are semitransparent 
to solar radiation but are much colder than the surface6.

It is common to calculate the CRE of a specific domain as the 
difference between the radiative fluxes from clear and cloudy pixels 
multiplied by the domain’s cloud fraction8,9. However, to correctly 
determine CRE, one has to accurately determine clouds’ coverage 
(cloud fraction) and be able to clearly distinguish clear sky from 
cloudy. This demands a determination of clouds’ boundaries, which 
is an elusive parameter that depends on the observation technique 
and chosen thresholds10. It has been shown that a main component 
of the sky cannot be defined as cloudy or clear; this component was 
named the clouds’ ‘twilight zone’11 or ‘albedo continuum’12. A metric 
of distance from the nearest cloud (DFNC) was used11 to show that 
the solar reflectance values are inversely correlated to this distance. 
Satellite and ground observations have shown that the twilight zone 
can be detected up to 30 km away from clouds and have an e-fold 
of 10 km. Other studies have shown that the twilight fraction of 

the so-called ‘clear skies’ is more than 50% (refs. 13,14). The twilight 
zone has been explored using solar radiation measurements, and 
three main components have been suggested to explain the observa-
tions: (1) undetectable clouds: subpixel clouds15 and optically thin 
clouds16,17 (small/dissipating/forming clouds or cloud fragments); 
(b) three-dimensional effect: secondary illumination of aerosols by 
photons escaping from the sides of clouds18,19; (c) humidified aero-
sols: enlargement of the cross section of scattering aerosols by water 
uptake14,20,21. These components in a cloud field are created by dif-
ferent physical mechanisms; thus, it is important to be able to dis-
tinguish them for process-level understanding and direct modelling 
of the twilight zone22.

The extent of the twilight zone and its components are prop-
erties of the cloud field and depend on the thermodynamic and 
microphysical properties of the field, such as the relative humid-
ity, stability and aerosol properties. The distance from the nearest 
cloud’s approach is used as a statistical measure for the likelihood to 
find twilight components. This highlights the duality of the twilight 
concept; each component, (for example, small clouds, haze pockets 
or secondary illumination by clouds) is related to different physi-
cal processes and can be well constrained in space, but the twilight 
region average properties often show a continuum.

Here we explore the twilight zone in the longwave part of the 
spectrum (TLW) by analysing warm cloud fields on a global scale. 
The data were acquired by the moderate-resolution imaging spec-
trometer (MODIS) on board Aqua. We used the longwave atmo-
spheric window to calculate a lower limit of the clouds’ TLW 
warming effect. In addition, our results suggest possible errors in 
remote-sensing retrievals caused by the TLW.

Radiative properties of the TLW
Figure 1 presents a cumulus cloud field (over the Indian Ocean) in 
true colours (Fig. 1a) and in 11 µm (Fig. 1b) brightness temperature. 
Figure 1c is a zoom-in image of the red square marked in Fig. 1b, 
with masked clouds (marked in white), and marked locations of low 
brightness temperature within the clouds’ TLW that demonstrate 
different structures: (1) a thin cloud ‘halo’ is shown within the solid 
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circle; (2) weaker gradients around clouds are presented within the 
square; (3) small isolated pockets are marked by the dashed circle. 
The causes of the observed TLW are expected to differ from those in 
the solar (shortwave) radiation due to the different refractive indi-
ces and size parameters (particle-to-wave-length ratio). The absorp-
tion by liquid particles and water vapour is negligible in the visible 
but strong in the longwave. While liquid water strongly absorbs 
throughout the entire longwave part of the spectrum, water vapour 
has an absorption minimum in the longwave window (8–12 μm). 
There is little absorption in the longwave atmospheric window by 
other greenhouse gases, and it is therefore used for remote sens-
ing of surface temperature and water-vapour concentration23. For 
a given aerosol concentration, the average cloud droplet size is pro-
portional to the amount of liquid water in a volume (liquid water 
content; g m–3) (refs. 16,24). Since the twilight zone has been shown 
to contain small (or thin) clouds and humidified aerosols, it mostly 
consists of particle sizes that range between submicron (humidified 
aerosols) and a few microns (small droplets)15. We used a radiation 
transfer model25 and Mie theory calculations in the longwave26 to 
show that for this range of sizes, longwave scattering is minor, and 
hence the three-dimensional effect (which is a scattering mecha-
nism) can be neglected (Supplementary Fig. 1). It is also shown that 
the absorption by growing submicron particles cannot explain the 
whole observed effect of the TLW (section 1 of the Supplementary 
Information). Therefore, the clouds’ twilight zone signature in the 
longwave is likely to be controlled by the elevated water-vapour 
concentrations, undetectable clouds and haze particles in the order 
of 1 µm. Figure 2a shows the solar and longwave signals as a func-
tion of the DFNC for the scene shown in Fig.  1. The calculation 
of the DFNC presented here used MODIS’s cloud mask product 
(MYD35, quality assurance 00). The known decay of reflectance in 
the shortwave is observed11,27. In addition, it is shown that the long-
wave brightness temperature increases with DFNC; this metric will 
be used to define the TLW’s extent and properties.

The TLW signature can also be shown using sea surface tem-
perature (SST) retrievals, obtained here from the well-validated 
MODIS SST product28,29. Figure  2b shows the deviation of a 
snapshot-calculated SST (for the good accuracy level) from the 
8-day SST product (blue curve) as a function of DFNC (see section 
3 of the Supplementary Information). In this example, the good and 

best qualities aligned well together (the best-quality pixels’ num-
ber was much smaller near clouds); therefore, we present only the 
good-quality pixels. Some images showed deviation also between 
the two quality flags. The SST calculation assumes a cloud-free 
radiation path and includes spectral analysis in the atmospheric 
window to correct for the water-vapour attenuation of radiation23. 
Thus, only pixels that pass the detailed cloud-recognition algorithm 
(MODIS cloud mask in this case)30 and are recognized as cloud-free 
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Fig. 1 | clouds’ TLW. An example of a scene (Indian Ocean, 1 km resolution, 21 June 2014, centre of granule at 24° S, 73° E). a, MODIS/Aqua level 1B true 
colour image of the scene. b, MODIS/Aqua level 1B 11 µm brightness temperature (K). c, A zoom-in on the red box in b with clouds masked in white. The 
TLW signature is shown as reduced brightness temperatures in what is defined as a clear atmosphere over the warm ocean. The structures present a halo 
around the clouds (solid circle), long-distance gradients from clear sky to cloud (square) and isolated pockets of reduced temperatures (dashed circle).
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Fig. 2 | Twilight zone signal as a function of DFNc. a, The mean and 
standard deviation for brightness temperature of 11 μm (red) and 
reflectance of 2.13 μm (blue) for the warm cumulus field seen in Fig. 1 
versus DFNc. b, MODIS SST product comparison; 8-day level 3 SST (blue) 
and the instantaneous level 2 good quality assurance (green) versus DFNc. 
The number of samples in each DFNc bin is given by the red curve. Error 
bars represent the standard deviation; the standard error in both panels is 
smaller than the size of the dots due to the large sample size. The standard 
deviation represents the uncertainty due to the spread of samples and does 
not account for the errors of the instruments or retrievals.
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are used for SST retrieval. This makes the SST estimations sensitive 
to undetected clouds. The uncertainty that the TLW can bring into 
SST retrievals is discussed in the section 4 of the Supplementary 
Information. There we suggest that a major cause of error in the SST 
estimation is unaccounted clouds/haze or errors in the estimations 
of water-vapour concentrations.

The warming radiative effect of the TLW
Six days of a global dataset of warm cloud fields over the oceans 
were used from 60° S to 60° N. This consists of a dataset of 253 gran-
ules of MODIS (Fig.  3 shows the centre of each granule), which 
held a total area of 56.8 × 106 km2 (11% of Earth’s surface) of warm 
cloud fields that met the analysis’ criteria (more details in Methods). 
These were analysed to estimate the radiative effect in the longwave 
of the twilight zone (TLW RE).

To minimize the effect of assumptions and radiative transfer 
model sensitivities, we chose to bound the RE from below by adopt-
ing an underestimating approach that provides the lower limit to 
the TLW RE. The characteristic temperatures of warm shallow 
convective clouds are close to the SST below them (small contrast); 
thus, their weaker effect can be used to estimate the lower bound of 
the global effect. Moreover, the estimations of the energy-flux dif-
ferences in this work were performed only in the longwave atmo-
spheric window spectral range, which represents part of the energy 
emitted by a blackbody at Earth’s temperatures. The RE of an atmo-
spheric column was calculated as the difference between the upwell-
ing radiation emitted by the surface and the radiation emitted at the 
top of the atmosphere (explained in Methods). Figure 4a shows the 
decay of the atmospheric RE as a function of DFNC for the example 
scene (Fig. 1). The extent of the TLW is defined here as the point 
where the decay is close to saturation. Accordingly, the far-field 
(clear sky) RE is taken as the mean of all pixels with DFNC larger 
than that extent. Figure 4b shows the distribution of RE values of all 
cloudy pixels (blue) and of all the pixels located at 1 < DFNC ≤ 2 km 
(orange). The figure shows the inherent paradox of the twilight 
zone: an overlap of the signal of cloudy and clear pixels. Figure 4c 
presents distributions of RE for different sets of pixels with differ-
ent DFNC. As we go farther away from the clouds, the mean RE 
decreases, and the right tail of the distribution shrinks (see decrease 
in standard deviation in Fig. 4a).

Figure 5a shows the contribution of each DFNC bin to the total 
effect, as averaged for the 6-day dataset. The effective extent of the 
TLW for each case was defined as the distance in which the accu-
mulated contribution reached 90% of the total effect (the mean for 
all cases is denoted here by the shaded area). The box plot on the 
top left presents the total effect for all cases. Although a few cases 

had a cooling (negative) effect (see section 7 of the Supplementary 
Information), almost 75% of the data had an effect larger than 
0.5 W m–2, with a mean and median around 0.75 W m–2. Quantifying 
the area coverage of the twilight zone within the cloud field is of 
great importance. Blue dots in Fig. 5b show the mean area covered 
by each DFNC bin. The mean TLW extent and effective extent are 
marked by the light and dark shaded areas, respectively. The green 
dots represent the cumulative distribution of the area coverage out 
of the ‘clear sky’ (non-cloudy). This shows that the effective extent 
by itself captures more than 60% of the non-cloudy sky in the  
cloud field.

How sensitive is the TLW RE to the cloud-detection criteria? 
Since part of the TLW effect can be attributed to undetectable clouds, 
and the metric that we used is defined by distance from the clouds’ 
edge, we can expect that the cloud mask will impact the magnitude 
of the effect. Therefore, we tested the sensitivity of the results to 
the cloud mask by performing an additional analysis using a differ-
ent cloud mask of MODIS, which is used for clear-sky applications 
(Supplementary Fig. 3). This is a more conservative mask31, which 
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Fig. 3 | Global distribution of samples. Global distribution of 253 sampled 
granules by AQUA/MODIS during 6 days (21–23 June 2014 and 21–23 
December 2014), shown in blue and red dots for June and December, 
respectively. Each point represents the centre of an analysed granule. 
The yellow polygon marks the analysed part of the granule, as defined by 
viewing angles of ±15°. Within it, only areas that met all other criteria  
were analysed.
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defines every suspected pixel as a cloud (sometimes containing 
heavy smoke, dust or other high-aerosol concentrations; Methods). 
Classifying as cloudy the pixels that have a radiative signal that is 
in between cloudy and clear omits them from the statistics of the 
twilight zone and is shown to decrease the TWL effect. Moreover, 
classifying as cloudy the pixels that are non-related to clouds (for 
example, bright pixels such as bright surface, dust and so on) will 
attribute values of small DFNC to regions that are actually far from 
the cloud (that is, have a weak signal). This will decrease the mean 
values of the real effect. The mean effect for the 6-day global analy-
sis decreased from 0.75 to 0.66 W m–2 when we used the strict mask. 
An additional analysis was carried out for 2 weeks over the Pacific 
Ocean (latitudes 60° S to 60° N in June 2014), and it shows similar 
results (that is, effect of 0.84 W m–2; Supplementary Fig. 7).

Implications for atmospheric research
The inherent overlap in radiative properties between clouds with a 
weak signature (optically thin, or small compared with the detectors’ 
resolution) and other atmospheric or surface features implies that a 
binary classification will always suffer from errors. No threshold or 
criteria can perfectly separate clouds from cloud-free areas. Thus, 
the twilight zone is a natural feature of the cloud field and should be 
viewed as an additional class. The approach to study and quantify 
the twilight zone may be dependent on the considered (or utilized) 
observational dataset. For estimation of the radiative contribution 
from remote-sensing measurements, the continuum approach in 
which the average properties are measured as the distance from 
the nearest cloud or as the mean for the whole field is often useful. 
In the case of a high-resolution cloud physics study that aims for 
a process-level understanding, the twilight components should be 
studied individually. In coarser-scale studies for which cloud fields 

are parametrized in the sub-grid scale, the twilight could be consid-
ered as an additional class (not cloudy or clear sky). Its area cover-
age and RE can be estimated using the local thermodynamic and 
aerosol properties.

In this study we show that the TLW RE extends to a distance of 
~11 km from detectable clouds, showing an exponential-like decay. 
More than 90% of the effect is confined to a belt in the range of ~4 km 
around the clouds. This belt covers more than 60% of the clear sky 
within the image (Fig. 5b). The averaged radiative forcing inside this 
confined belt is in the range of 0.6–0.8 W m–2. To put these numbers 
in perspective, a forcing of ~0.75 W m–2 is equivalent to an addition 
of ~75 ppm CO2 to the atmospheric column (60% of the increase 
since the pre-industrial period). Previous studies have shown that 
50% of the global so-called clear sky over oceans is located within 
5 km of low-level clouds13,32. From a climate perspective, this part of 
the sky is usually overlooked by both cloud and cloud-free applica-
tions or treated inaccurately. As an example, clouds correlate well 
with a humid environment33–35, and therefore, avoiding near-cloud 
pixels for water-vapour retrieval implies a bias in the measurements 
towards a drier atmosphere36. A better understanding of the clouds’ 
twilight zone and the representation of its interactions with both 
longwave and shortwave radiation might reduce some of the high 
uncertainties caused by clouds in three main aspects:
 a. Atmospheric observations: reducing systematic effects in 

remote-sensing retrievals
 b. Cloud and water-vapour feedback: via a better understanding 

and representation of clouds’ mixing with their environment
And most important:

 c. CRE: considering the radiative effect of a cloudy region while 
accounting for both clouds and non-cloudy areas (the twilight 
zone) can lead to more accurate quantification of CRE and 
global energy-budget closure

Finally, we reiterate that our radiative estimations present a lower 
bound of the effect, and we focus here on low-level clouds, which 
are the warmest type of clouds. Therefore, the overall TLW RE is 
likely to be higher.
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Methods
Dataset. The main analysis (6 days of global analysis during 21–23 June 2014 
and 21–23 December 2014 at Latitudes 60° S to 60° N) considered 353 scenes of 
warm cumulus cloud fields over the ocean as measured by MODIS/Aqua in 1 km 
resolution (level 1B). Another analysis, which focused on the Pacific Ocean, was 
carried out to confirm the results (181 scenes over the Pacific Ocean, latitudes 60° S 
to 60° N, 1–15 June 2014). From each granule, we took only pixels that were 10 km 
away from land, not affected by the ocean glint and had no ice in the background 
surface. The data were restricted to warm clouds only by using the MODIS cloud 
products30, taking only liquid-phase clouds with top temperatures warmer than 
275 K. We took a safe distance of 20 km from every detected ice phase pixel and 
10 km from uncertain phase to avoid ice clouds’ twilight zone. After omitting the 
pixels that had not met the criteria, each patch (connected pixels) was treated as a 
cloud field scene and analysed individually, but only if it was larger than 3,500 km2. 
To avoid optical complications, we used sensor angles close to nadir of ±15°  
(ref. 37). In addition, we used MODIS SST level 3 8-day averages (the best-quality 
retrievals) at 4 km resolution for the estimation of SST unaffected by clouds, which 
has an accuracy of 0.05 K (Aqua)28,29.

Cloud masks. To screen out clouds and calculate the DFNC, we used MODIS’s 
cloud mask product (MYD35) in two different quality assurance levels: cloudy 
and uncertain (that is, 66–95% clear), represented by flags 00 and 01, respectively. 
The second cloud mask is a clear-sky conservative mask, meaning that it is used 
for retrievals of surface properties and atmospheric features (other than clouds, 
for example, water vapour), and therefore, it defines every suspected pixel as 
cloudy31. This mask defines pixels as cloudy even if they had only 34% probability 
of being cloudy (note that the two masks agreed on more than 90% of the pixels). 
Supplementary Fig. 3 shows the differences between the two masks presented in 
the zoom-in image in Fig. 1c.

Estimation of the radiative effect. The RE was estimated by treating each pixel in 
the scene as an independent atmospheric column, calculated according to:

RE ¼ Fsfc � FTOA ¼ π
Z 12:2

8:4
Bλ;SST8 day dλ � FTOA ð1Þ

where Fsfc is the surface flux and FTOA is the flux from the top of the atmosphere. 
The surface fluxes were obtained by using SST (8-day product) as the temperature 
in Planck’s function (Bλ,T), and FTOA was obtained using the radiance measured 
by the satellite. For this, we interpolated MODIS narrow bands into broadband 
and converted the radiance to flux, taking a conservative approach, which gave 
the lower bound to the effect (section 5 of the Supplementary Information). 
Estimation of the uncertainty of the calculated RE was done with a Monte Carlo 
error propagation using the uncertainties of MODIS’s sensors and level 2 SST 
product, combined with the analysed uncertainty of the interpolation (section 6 
of the Supplementary Information). The integral limits for the total fluxes were 
set according to the response function of the MODIS sensors, and the RE of all 
pixels was binned and averaged according to DFNC (Fig. 4a). The TLW extent 
was defined (along the decay curve) as the point where the values were close to 
saturation, where the derivative was close to zero and the standard deviation 
remained small until the end of the x axis (largest DFNC). All DFNC bins that 
were farther away from the TLW extent were averaged to give the atmospheric 
background RE (REclr). The TLW RE of each DFNC bin was calculated by removing 
the background effect (subtracting REclr from each bin’s value). The total TLW RE 
of the scene was obtained by summing all DFNC bins while weighting each one by 
its areal coverage of the domain’s clear sky:

TLWRE ¼
X

i
ðREi � REclrÞ´

ni
Nclr

ð2Þ

where i is the DFNC bin index, Nclr is the number of clear-sky pixels and ni is the 
number of pixels in the DFNC bin, such that niNclr

I
 is the areal coverage of the pixels 

located at a certain distance from the cloud, according to bin i.

Theoretical aspects of the longwave twilight zone. The investigation of the 
longwave radiation transfer characteristics in the cloud’s twilight zone and 
examination of the different components were performed using Mie theory 
calculations26 and a radiative transfer model (SHDOM)25 and are presented in 
Supplementary Information section 1.

Data availability
The MODIS level 2 products—cloud mask, cloud properties and level 1B raw 
data—are available from the Atmosphere Archive and Distribution System 
(LAADS) Distributed Active Archive Center (DAAC), https://ladsweb.modaps.
eosdis.nasa.gov/. The MODIS sea surface temperature products of levels 2 and 3 are 
available from Ocean Color Web, https://oceancolor.gsfc.nasa.gov/. Source data are 
provided with this paper.

code availability
The radiation transfer codes are open access; SHDOM is available at http://
coloradolinux.com/shdom/; SBDART is available at https://github.com/
paulricchiazzi/SBDART.
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